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Abstract 
 
KTHFS is a highly available and scalable file system built from the version 0.24 of the Hadoop 
Distributed File system. It provides a platform to overcome the limitations of existing distributed file 
systems. These limitations include scalability of metadata server in terms of memory usage, 
throughput and its availability. 
 
This document describes KTHFS architecture and how it addresses these problems by providing a 
well coordinated distributed stateless metadata server (or in our case, Namenode) architecture. This is 
backed with the help of a persistence layer such as NDB cluster. Its primary focus is towards High 
Availability of the Namenode. 
 
It achieves scalability and recovery by persisting the metadata to an NDB cluster. All namenodes are 
connected to this NDB cluster and hence are aware of the state of the file system at any point in time.  
 
In terms of High Availability, KTHFS provides Multi-Namenode architecture. Since these namenodes 
are stateless and have a consistent view of the metadata, clients can issue requests on any of the 
namenodes. Hence, if one of these servers goes down, clients can retry its operation on the next 
available namenode.  
 
We next discuss the evaluation of KTHFS in terms of its metadata capacity for medium and large size 
clusters, throughput and high availability of the Namenode and an analysis of the underlying NDB 
cluster. 
 
Finally, we conclude this document with a few words on the ongoing and future work in KTHFS. 
 
 
Key words 
Namenode, NDB cluster, MySQL cluster, KTHFS, HDFS, metadata, High Availability, Scalability, 
throughput. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

KTHFS is a distributed file system that extends from version 0.24 of HDFS. It is designed to 
overcome the existing limitations of most distributed file systems in terms of scalability and high 
availability. KTHFS achieves this via persisting the file system’s metadata to an NDB cluster. 
 
The goals of KTHFS are to ensure scalability of the Namenode metadata and to make it highly 
available. By using a persistent layer, metadata of the namenode can surpass the limitations of RAM 
memory at the cost of processing data over the network rather than in-memory. 
 
KTHFS is a distributed metadata server (or in our case Namenode) architecture. Unlike other 
distributed metadata servers such as HDFS Federation [2] and Distributed Namenode [3], the 
namespace of the file system is not divided among the namenodes. All namenodes in the system see a 
unified view of the namespace which is persisted in the NDB cluster. These namenodes are all 
stateless and equipped with the ability to perform read and write operations on the namespace. 
 
By having this setup clients are able to send requests to any namenode and also retry an operation on 
the next available and functional namenode if the current namenode has crashed or shutdown. 
Datanodes are also connected to all namenodes in the cluster and would be able to detect a failed or 
non-functional namenode. Hence this ensures High availability of KTHFS. 
 
Namenodes however do not all behave exactly the same. Tasks such as replication monitoring, lease 
management,   Block   token   generation   are   handled   by   a   dedicated   namenode   called   the   “leader”  
namenode. Thus these namenodes coordinate using a leader election algorithm to elect one of these 
namenodes as the leader. This algorithm is discussed further in Chapter 4 Section 4.5. 
 
Block report processing is one of the major factors that accounts for the internal load of the HDFS 
cluster. With an average of 10,000 to 20,000 datanodes each having an average of 3TB to 6TB of 
block data, this can cause the namenode to saturate and eventually becoming a bottleneck in the 
cluster as discussed in Shvachko’s   article on HDFS Scalability limits to growth [4]. The KTHFS 
multi-Namenode setup solves this issue by load balancing block report processing and client 
operations among the different namenodes in the cluster through different algorithms as will be 
described in Chapter 4. 
 
An important part of the implementation is the data organization and distribution across the NDB 
cluster. MySQL cluster provides intelligent data partitioning and distribution awareness [5] and you 
can fine tune it to suit your needs. If implemented correctly using primary key and indexed lookups 
you can expect high performance reads and writes thereby leading to high throughput.  
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Hence, the choice for the persistence layer is of a major concern. For KTHFS to be efficient, scalable 
and highly available it requires a persistent store that gives us these features. Along with these, we 
need to ensure consistency of the data and an efficient database locking management solution in the 
case of high throughput reads and writes. MySQL cluster is an in-memory NDB clustered database 
persistent store and it very well fulfill the requirements of KTHFS and is thus chosen and the 
persistence layer for our solution. 
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Chapter 2 – Related Work 

In this chapter we discuss some existing solutions that have been proposed to address the problems of 
High availability and scalability of the namenode. These include the original Hadoop Distributed File 
system (HDFS), Cloudera distribution of HDFS, VMware solution for an HA Namenode and finally 
Microsoft’s  TidyFS. 
 

2.1 Hadoop Distributed Filesystem (HDFS) 
 

2.1.1 Overview 
 
HDFS [1] is an implementation of the Google File system [6]. It is the file system component of 
Hadoop.  It primarily constitutes three components i.e. the client, datanodes and a single active 
namenode server. 
 
As in most distributed file system implementations, HDFS decouples the metadata from the 
application data. All of the metadata that makes up the namespace is kept in the main memory of the 
Namenode. Application data reside on the datanodes. All datanodes are connected to the namenode 
and communicate using TCP based protocols.  
 
For data reliability and durability, the blocks are replicated across a configurable number of 
datanodes. 
 

2.1.2 Architecture 
 
The HDFS interface follows the UNIX file system semantics. Therefore the namespace is comprised 
of a hierarchy of files and directories represented as inodes on the namenode.  The file is split into 
large blocks (typically 128 megabytes but selectable file-by-file) and each block of the file is 
replicated across a configurable number of datanodes. The namenode also maintains the mapping of 
blocks to datanodes. 
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Metadata ops

Read and Write

 
Figure 1: HDFS Architecture 

 
The namenode also saves the namespace image to disk so that in the event of failure, it can load the 
namespace from disk. However, if the namespace data is huge (i.e. in GBs), loading and applying to 
memory can be expensive and time consuming and during this time the Namenode will not be 
available thereby causing some serious downtime. The block-to-datanode mapping is also recovered 
by datanodes their block information to the namenode periodically. 
 
From this, we see that there are three major concerns for the HDFS. Firstly it is a single point in 
failure, secondly, the scalability of the namenode is limited to the amount of RAM it has and third, a 
single namenode can become a bottleneck for a huge cluster whereby it would need to handle 
millions of client requests per second as well as process datanode requests such as heartbeats and 
block reports simultaneously. 
 

2.2 Cloudera HA Namenode 
 

2.2.1 Overview 
 
Cloudera’s  solution  [7] is built on top of Hadoop HDFS and its contribution is majorly to overcome 
the single point of failure in HDFS cluster by providing a highly available namenode solution. 
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2.2.2 Architecture 
 
The  CDH4  version  of  Cloudera’s  hadoop  distribution [8] provides two methods for an HA namenode. 
Both methods use a single namenode designated as the active namenode that is responsible for 
processing client requests and maintaining the namespace metadata. In addition to support high 
availability, another namenode known as the standby or passive namenode is introduced that will 
eventually take over the role of active namenode in the event of failure of its shutdown. 
 
Quorum Based Storage 
The first solution uses a quorum based storage implementation that is comprised of a group of 
separate daemon JournalNodes. All namespace modifications are durably logged to a majority of 
these nodes by the active node. The standby node needs to keep its state (i.e. the namespace) in sync 
with that of the active node and it achieves this by constantly watching over the JournalNodes for 
changes to the edit logs. As the standby node sees the edit, it applies them to its own namespace. 
 
Now at the event of failure, the standby will ensure that it has read all of the edits from the 
JournalNodes before promoting itself to the Active state. Once this completes, the failover procedure 
can begin. 
 
For fast failover, the Standby node also needs to keep the block-to-datanode mapping up-to-date. For 
this, the datanodes have all been configured to connect to both the namenodes in the system and thus 
both receive the block reports and maintain the mapping. 
 
In  order  to  avoid  the  “split-brain  scenario”  it  is  important  that  only  one  of  the  namenodes is active at 
any given time otherwise this may lead to divergence or corruption of the namespace data. This 
would only happen if both namenodes assumes to be in active state at a particular point in time. 
However, this solution overcomes this problem with the help of the JournalNodes which allows only 
a single namenode to be a writer at a time. So during the failover, the namenode to become active will 
simply take over the role of writing to the JournalNodes which will effectively prevent the other  
namenode from continuing in the active state. 
 
The HA requirement recommends that there be at least three JournalNode daemons since edit log 
modifications must be written to a majority of JournalNodes. 
 
Shared Storage using NFS 
This solution by Cloudera works similar to the above solution with the replacement of JournalNodes 
with a shared storage such as NFS. In the solution, the active node durably logs a record of the 
modification to an edit log stored in the shared directory. The standby node constantly monitors the 
edits and applies them to its own namespace in memory. In this way it keeps itself in-sync with the 
namespace data for fast failover. 
 
Avoiding  the  “split-brain  scenario”  is  a  little  different  in  this  implementation  where  the  administrator 
must configure at least one fencing method for the shared storage. During a failover, if it cannot be 
verified that the previous Active namenode has relinquished its active state, the fencing process is 
responsible   for  cutting  off   the  previous  Active  namenode’s  access to the shared edits storage. This 
prevents it from making any further edits to the namespace allowing the new active namenode to 
safely proceed with the failover. 
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The HA requirement assumes that the shared storage is highly available as well and of good quality 
and there must be replication of the shared edits directory. 
 

2.3 HA  Hadoop on VMWare 
 

2.3.1 Overview 
 
This HA solution for Namenode has been embedded into Hadoop 1.0 stable release. This is a joint 
effort by Hortonworks and VMware. 
 

2.3.2 Architecture 
 
In the VMware HA implementation [9], the Namenode service runs on VMware virtualized 
environments. It uses a VMware vSphere [10] virtualization platform that provides HA features for 
virtual machine hosts and instances in a cluster. VMware HA is generic in the sense that it can detect 
failure of any service whether it is the Namenode or Jobtracker or any other service. 
 
The VMware HA solution automatically protects against hardware failure and network disruption by 
restarting virtual machines on active hosts in the cluster. It protects against Operating System failures 
and restarts the virtual machine whenever required. As mentioned before, it can also detect failure of 
an application and can restart the virtual machine running that service. 
 
In addition to cold standby, VMware offers a feature called Fault Tolerance that automatically detects 
failed instances, restarts them and allows for automatic failover to the restarted or new running 
instances (hot standby). 
 
Thus the single point of failure in Hadoop 1.0 is resoved by VMWare solution by deploying a pool of 
Namenode hosts in a virtualized VMware HA cluster. These hosts are referred to as ESX hosts. Thus 
if an active Namenode fails, other hosts in the HA cluster can become the active Namenode. 
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Figure 2: VMware HA solution for Apache Hadoop 1.0 

 
A SAN is used to manage VM images and the server state (i.e. the edits log). Thus when the other 
host takes over, it would read the state from SAN and apply the edits to its namespace before 
claiming to be the active namenode. 
 
Although the namenode might recover its namespace information from the image on SAN, it would 
still need to reconstruct the block-to-datanode mapping. This would require that all the datanodes 
send their block reports to the active namenode and once this process completes the namenode can 
switch to active state. 
 

2.4 TidyFS 
 

2.4.1 Overview 
 
TidyFS [11] is a simple distributed file system that offers parallel data computation across nodes in 
the cluster. Its major design goal is simplicity and has a slightly different architecture and 
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functionality in comparison to other distributed file system in terms of namespace representation, 
block report processing, fault tolerance and replication for data reliability. 
 

2.4.2 Architecture 
 
In TidyFS, a single unit of visible storage is referred to as a stream (which is called a file in file 
system semantics). Like HDFS, this stream is broken up into a sequence of partitions which are 
distributed across the storage machines in the cluster. This is analogous to the way HDFS files are 
broken down into blocks and stored across datanodes in the HDFS cluster.  
 
TidyFS however does not follow the namespace hierarchy as that of HDFS but uses an absolute URI 
to represent a resource in the file system. This approach is similar to GFS. TidyFS comprises of 3 
components, a metadata server, node service that runs on a storage machine and client.  
 

 
Figure 3: TidyFS System Architecture 

 
All metadata resides on the metadata server including stream and partition mapping, partition and 
their stored locations and state of cluster storage machines. The metadata server is implemented as a 
replicated component. It uses the Autopilot Replicated State Library [12] to replicate the metadata and 
operations on that metadata using Paxos [13] algorithm. 
 
The Node service runs as a window service in the storage machine. It is responsible for storing and 
organizing the partitions related to it in a way that will allow clients to read from and write to it. It 
communicates periodically with the metadata server informing it about its current state as well as 
performing operations such as replicating or deleting a partition from it storage.  
 
Unlike HDFS, it performs replication lazily in which the metadata server just keeps track of the 
partition-to-storage-machine mapping and then it is the responsibility of the node service to replicate 
or delete a partition if it belongs to it or not. 
 
Clients can perform file system operations such as reads or writes to files via the metadata server and 
node service. For reading, the client will ask the metadata server for the location of the partitions of 
the stream and then the client will stream this data directly from these storage locations relieving the 
metadata server from additional functionality. Similarly, for writing, the client asks the metadata 
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server for the storage machine to write its data to and then communicates with that storage machine to 
write data.  
 
However, replication does not take place immediately for the partitions of that block.  Each individual 
write to TidyFS stream does not need to be replicated immediately to several machines for fault 
tolerance, as long as it is possible to ensure that each partition is replicated once it has been 
completely written. Once the metadata server is informed that the partition is complete it schedules 
replication of this partition for fault tolerance. 
 
Clients and other components of TidyFS communicate with the metadata server via a client library. 
This client library has built-in failover ability and it is therefore responsible for determining which 
metadata replica server to contact and will failover in case of server fault. 
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Chapter 3 – Problem Definition 

In this chapter we will discuss the problem definition and our motivations behind the KTHFS project. 
 

3.1 Scalability of the Namenode 
 
Since all the metadata is stored in RAM hence its scalability is bounded by the size of RAM. The 
metadata consists of the namespace which comprises of files represented as inodes. Each inode is 
comprised of a set of blocks that make up the file. As  per  Shvachko’s  paper  on  HDFS  Scalability  [4]  
to represent a single metadata object (a file inode or block) it takes fewer than 200 bytes of memory. 
The size of a block is usually 128 MB and on average a file constitutes two blocks. So for a single file 
we would roughly need 600 bytes (1 file object + 2 blocks) of memory. 
 
On average, for a huge cluster we can expect around 100 million files. These files would reference 
200 million blocks. Hence the namenode should have atleast 60GB of RAM to accommodate this 
namespace metadata. For more details see Chapter 5 Section 5.1. 
 
In addition, other data structures are also used such as block-to-datanode mapping, under-replicated 
blocks, excess replica blocks, invalidated blocks that are required for Datanode processing which also 
occupies some percentage of the RAM. 
 

3.2 High Availability of the Namenode 
 
As described above, some solutions exist to make the namenode highly available but that is not 
enough in terms of high availability of the application.   
 
These implementations [7][8][9][11] involve a single active namenode or metadata server in the 
system. This has a potential problem i.e. the failover time can vary from minutes to an hour before the 
standby node syncs in with the edits log and apply the edits to its local in-memory namespace. Also, 
before actually claiming to be a fully functional active namenode it needs to verify all blocks from the 
datanodes to maintain the block-to-datanode mapping. During this time the namenode will not be able 
to process client requests. 
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3.3 Failure of Standby Namenode 
 
Implementations which involve active and standby namenodes cannot tolerate failure of both these 
nodes failing. In this case, we would require a cluster of namenodes instead of a single standby 
namenode  and  elect  one  as  the  next  “to-be”  active  namenode. 
 

3.4 Internal Load of the Cluster 
 
Implementations described above use a single active namenode. For a huge cluster this namenode not 
only needs to process client requests but also handle the internal load of the cluster that involves 
heartbeats and block report processing from the datanodes. Thus this becomes a potential problem for 
the namenode to be saturated and becoming a bottleneck in the cluster [4]. 
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Chapter 4 – KTHFS Architecture 

In this chapter we will discuss design and implementation details behind KTHFS Architecture. 
 

4.1 Goals 
 
The goals of KTHFS are the following: 
 
Scalability of Namenode 
The file system metadata should not be limited to the size of the RAM and should be able to scale to 
more than a 100 million files. 
 
High Availability with fast (and automatic) failover 
The file system should be highly available and be able to process client requests even at the time of 
failure of namenodes in the system. 
 
Reduced internal load of the cluster on the Namenode 
The file system should be efficient in processing requests even in a huge cluster and handle internal 
load without saturating the namenode. 
 

4.2 Challenges 
 
The KTHFS solution is highly available and scalable multi-namenode stateless file system 
architecture. The challenges encountered for ensuring scalability and high availability includes the 
following: 
 
Designing a persistent solution for namespace metadata 
For scaling the namenode to exceed the RAM limitations a cluster-based persistent solution is 
required. For this, the challenge is to identify and persist the major data structures such as indoes and 
block mappings, datanode state information, block to datanode mapping and other data structures 
related to replication such as blocks to be deleted (also known as invalidated blocks in HDFS 
terminology), under replicated blocks and excess replicas for a block. 
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The drawbacks of this solution would cause an obvious degrade in performance as processing would 
now be done over the network rather than in memory.  
 
Data organization and Reliability and Consistency 
The persistent solution should be reliable and strongly consistent.  
 
Since processing now involves accessing data over the network, hence data should be well organized 
in the cluster so that requests can be made directly to the node that stores that data rather than 
scanning all datanodes for that piece of data. In other words, some sort of key-to-datanode hashing is 
required for efficient data access across the cluster. 
 
In addition, since all namenode operations would involve database access, hence all these operations 
should be done atomically. A transaction failure within the operation should abort the entire 
operation. 
 
Multi-namenode architecture for High Availability 
To overcome the limitation of failure of standby namenode some sort of multi-namenode architecture 
is required. Hence the challenge is to create a multi-namenode architecture that would tolerate failure 
of upto N-1 nodes in sequence. These would require changes in the namenode and hence to make 
these changes adaptable to the client and datanodes is another major challenge in achieving high 
availability. 
 
Coordination between namenodes and datanodes 
For multi-namenode architecture, the metadata should be consistent among all actively running 
namenodes in the system. A modification of the namespace by one of the namenodes during a client 
operation should be visible to all other namenodes in the system after completion of that operation.  
 
In addition, all namenodes should function independent of each other. 
 
There are many background tasks that run in the namenode such as replication monitoring, lease 
management, block token generation and data node decommissioning. Allowing all namenodes to 
perform these tasks can violate the credibility and reliability of the file system. For example, in the 
case of block replication, if a namenode identifies a block to be under replicated it should quickly 
allocate a datanode to which the block can be replicated to in order to maintain the reliability of the 
system. 
 
If all namenodes behave the same way, all namenodes would detect an under replicated block and 
chose a datanode to replicate that block to. Hence this duplicates the process and ultimately results in 
the block getting over replicated. This would cause datanodes to fill their storage with unnecessary 
blocks. 
 
Hence, some kind of coordination mechanism is required among namenodes and datanodes to save 
the namespace from being corrupted and from violating the credibility and reliability of the file 
system. 
 
Load balancing 
The last (but not the least) challenge is to decrease the internal load in the cluster. If we have multi-
namenode architecture, it makes sense to load balance client operations across namenodes in the 
cluster.  
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Also, having a way to load balance block report processing could significantly decrease the internal 
load of namenodes in the cluster.  
 

4.3 Overview – A multi-namenode stateless Architecture 
 
KTHFS extends the functionality of the original opensource HDFS version 0.24 to provide high 
availability, scalability and reduced load on the namenode. Hence most of the functionality that exists 
in HDFS is inherited into KTHFS. It has three major components: 

1. The client 
2. A group of namenodes 
3. A group of datanodes 
4. An NDB cluster 

 
KTHFS is a multi-namenode stateless architecture. Clients connect to the namenode(s) to perform file 
system operations. The datanodes are also well connected to all the actively running namenodes in the 
cluster. The following diagram is a high level architectural diagram of KTHFS.  
 

 
Figure 4: KTHFS Architecture (High level diagram) 

 
 
The following sub-sections discuss the steps taken to make this possible. 
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4.3.1 Metadata persistence 
 
Namenodes persist the namespace metadata to an NDB cluster. All namespace modifications that 
occur on any of the namenode via client operations are modified atomically to the NDB. Hence in this 
way all namenodes always have a consistent view of the namespace. 
 
The namespace metadata consists of the following database entities: 

1. Representing files via Inodes 
2. Mapping of inodes and their blocks 
3. Mapping of blocks to datanode locations 
4. State of each datanode (i.e. the number of blocks,  IP and port, its unique storage id) 
5. List of Under replicated blocks 
6. List of Excess replicas 
7. List of blocks pending to be replicated  
 

4.3.2 Leader Namenode 
 
From the set of namenodes, one is chosen as a leader via a Leader Election Algorithm which will be 
explained in section 4.5. The purpose of the leader is to perform background tasks such as the 
following: 
 

1. Replication monitoring 
2. Lease Management 
3. Block token generation 
4. Decomissioning of datanodes 

 

4.3.3 Block report processing 
 
One of the major changes in the original HDFS involves block report processing. These changes were 
made at the datanodes and a few changes were needed at the namenode. Datanodes periodically send 
their block reports to one of the namenodes in a round robin fashion. This is possible since all 
namenodes are stateless and have a consistent view of the namespace metadata. In the original HDFS, 
all datanodes used to send their block reports to the single namenode thereby making it a potential 
bottleneck in the cluster. Hence this functionality helps reduce the load on individual namenodes 
avoiding it from being saturated. The block report processing will be explained later in section 4.7.2.  
 

4.3.4 Client operations 
 
Another change involves the way clients perform file system operations. Clients come with a built-in 
load balancer i.e. when the client starts; it reads the configuration file and gets the list of namenodes 
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in the system. It then sends file system requests to these namenodes in a round robin fashion. This 
alleviates load on a single namenode giving each namenode a fair share of processing. 
 

4.4 HA Namenode 
 
The goal of KTHFS is to make it a highly available file system. This means that the system should be 
available to clients and process their requests even in the event of failure of the components of the 
system. The  system’s  availability  depends highly on the namenode and the NDB cluster. Datanode 
failures can be tolerated as in HDFS. The requirement for KTHFS is a highly available and scalable 
NDB cluster and in this implementation MySQL cluster is used which and it supports these 
properties. 
 
The multi-namenode stateless architecture is the key design to making the namenode highly available 
and responsive to client requests. 
 

4.4.1 HA Namenode from Client perspective 
 
The clients maintain a list of connections to all namenodes in the system. In the event of failure of 
one of the namenodes, the client is able to detect this failure and retry to connect with the namenode 
for a configurable amount of time. If it still fails to connect, it blacklists this namenode and the 
operation is simply retried on the next available namenode in the list. 
 
By blacklisting the namenode, it would not send a request to that namenode the next time. In this 
way,  from  the  client’s  perspective,  high  availability  is  achieved  at  the  namenode. As time progresses, 
namenodes would need to be shutdown or new namenodes would be added to the system so clients 
need to be aware of the current list of actively running namenodes in the system. This can be done in 
two ways currently. Either the client can shutdown and add the namenodes addresses (ip:port) to its 
configuration file (i.e. core-site.xml) OR it can periodically ask the namenode for the current list of 
namenodes in the system and update its list. 

4.4.2 HA Namenode from Namenodes perspective 
 
Namenodes are also able to detect failure of a crashed or failed namenode. The most important case is 
failure of the leader. If the leader fails, all background tasks that it was responsible for will stop and 
alive namenodes would make wrong decisions on block placement, block replication and file leases 
and would eventually crash down the cluster. So when a leader namenode goes down, this failure is 
detected via the leader election algorithm and all active running namenodes starts a new election. A 
new namenode is then elected as the leader and would then take over the responsibility of these 
background tasks. Hence, the leader election algorithm also helps in making the system highly 
available. 
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4.4.3 HA Namenode from Datanodes perspective 
 
Datanodes also detect failure of namenodes via the tcp protocols. These failures are verified by it 
asking the active namenodes for a refreshed list of current active namenodes in the system. In this 
way, all datanodes also have the same view of namenodes in the system. This list would also include 
the leader as the top most entry in the list. 
 
This  is  important  in  terms  of  high  availability  because  the  datanodes  “only”  process  commands  from  
the leader namenode. These commands include replicating a block, invalidating a block, transferring 
a block to another datanode. Hence, when the datanode detects a leader namenode has crashed it will 
automatically tag the top most entry in this list of namenodes as the next leader. 
 

4.5 Leader Election Algorithm 
 
The purpose of the leader election is to ensure that only one of the namenodes (i.e. the leader) 
performs background tasks such as replication monitoring, lease management, block token generation 
and datanode decommissioning. Later on more background tasks can be added as further 
enhancements are made to KTHFS. 
 
As mentioned in Chapter 4 section 4.2; without the leader all namenodes behave in exactly the same 
way. If all namenodes behave the same way, then in terms of replication, all namenodes would detect 
an under replicated block and chose a datanode to replicate that block to. This would cause multiple 
re-replication of a block. Hence this duplicates the process and ultimately results in the block getting 
over replicated. This would cause datanodes to fill their storage with unnecessary blocks. Hence a 
designated namenode is required to perform these operations and this namenode needs to be elected 
by all other namenodes. 
 

4.5.1 Terminology 
 
Before describing the leader election algorithm, following are some of the terminology used in this 
algorithm: 
 
Correct Namenode (NN) process 
The notion of correct in this context means that a process is active and running and is able to connect 
and write to NDB cluster in a bounded time interval. 
 
Leader NN  
Some nominated NN among other NNs which is alive and actively running as a process in the 
KTHFS cluster is responsible for listening to DN heartbeats and assigning various tasks to them and 
also responsible for managing background tasks 
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4.5.2 Properties 
 
1. Completeness 
After a bounded time interval, all correct namenodes will detect every namenode that has crashed.  
 
2. Agreement 
After a bounded time interval, all correct namenodes will recognize one among them as the leader. 
All will agree to the same namenode being the leader. 
 
3. Stability 
If one correct namenode is the leader, all previous leaders have crashed 
 
 
 

4.5.3 Algorithm 
 
Overview 
The leader election algorithm runs continuously at the namenodes as soon as it has started. Each 
namenode is assigned an (integer) id. At any point in time, the namenode with the lowest id is always 
elected as the leader. 
 
The central focus of the algorithm for detecting failures and electing a new leader is through the use 
of heartbeats called counters. The ids of each namenode are persisted in a table called [LEADER] and 
in this way all namenodes have a uniform view of all the namenodes in the system. The schema and 
sample records for these tables look like the following: 
 

 
Figure 5: Leader Election Tables with sample records 

Once the namenodes start, they send their heartbeats to NDB to indicate that it is currently active and 
running. The heartbeat involves incrementing shared counter value in the [COUNTERS] table and 
updating that value against its record in the [LEADER] table.  
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For the purpose of atomic sequential update, each namenode gets a write lock on the row of 
[COUNTER] table, increments and updates the value in this table and finally update that value in the 
[LEADER] table against its row. This will eliminate the possibility of all namenodes to update to the 
same value during concurrent updates. 
 
Case-I: Scenario if all goes well 
If all goes well, in each round of updating the counter we should see the value of the counter as a 
sequence of numbers iterating in ascending order against all the namenodes. The above figure shows 
an example of counter values for 3 namenode in the system designated with ids 1, 2 and 3 with their 
corresponding counter values as 23, 24 and 25 respectively. 
 
For the purposes of simplicity in explanation, we call NNx a namenode with an id of value x. 
 
From this example we see that NN1 has the lowest id and is therefore elected as the current leader in 
the system. 
 
Case-II: Scenario when a leader crashes 
However, in a distributed system it is ideal for all to go well. Namenodes can crash or experience 
network glitches or shutdown. This would prevent it from sending its heartbeat to NDB and thus 
would unable to update its value in the [LEADER] table. 
 
So if this happens, the counter value for those namenodes would remain the same and would not 
progress towards incremental updates. Namenodes would experience an irregular sequence of 
counter values in each of these rows. For example, let’s say that NN1 has crashed and the current 
counter value is now 25. This would allow NN2 and NN3 to progress in updating the counter with 
values 26 and 27 while counter value for NN1 is still at value 23. Following would be the snapshot of 
the view on the [LEADER] table at this round: 
 

id counter Timestamp hostname 

1 23 10/19/2012 1:08:50 PM cloud1.sics.se:1121 

2 26 10/19/2012 1:32:55 PM cloud2.sics.se:1121 

3 27 10/19/2012 1:33:01 PM cloud3.sics.se:1121 

Figure 6: Snapshot for counter values when NN1 crashes 

 
 
The figure shows an irregular sequence of counter values i.e. 23, 26 and 27 when we should expect 
26, 27 and 28. This means something has gone wrong. 
 
 
Determining the leader 
The next step is to detect this irregular sequence and decide if a new leader is to be elected. If so, the 
leader election will run again and a new namenode would be elected as the leader.  
 
The basic idea to determine the leader is to determine which namenodes are strongly aligned to the 
current counter value. In this case, the current counter after the updates from NN2 and NN3 is 27. 
Hence, if we have 3 namenodes in the system, we expect the counter sequence to range from [25 – 
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27] where NN1 would have value 25, NN2 would have value 26 and NN3 would have value 27. So 
we need to get all namenodes that have a counter with value greater than 24. 
 
From the list of namenodes returned, the one with the lowest id would be elected the leader. This 
logic is implemented in the algorithm and runs periodically during a configured time interval. 
 
So in this case, the list of namenodes returned includes NN2 and NN3. Out of these two, NN2 has the 
lowest and would elect itself as the leader. Accordingly NN3 would notice that it does not have the 
lowest id and will accept NN2 as the current leader. 
 
 
Ensuring single leader dominance 
Once a namenode determines that it is the leader, the first thing is to ensure that there are no other 
leaders in the system. This would mean that all previously elected leaders (or namenodes with lower 
id than itself) have crashed. To ensure this, it simply enforces this rule by removing all records from 
the [LEADER] table that have a lower id than itself. 
 
 

Algorithm Part 1 - Leader election running at Namenodes 
 
1: /*Updates the counter against each name node process*/ 
2:  function updateCounter() 
3:   /*counter store in [Counter] table*/ 
4:   retrieve ([COUNTER], counter)  
5: 
6:   increment counter 
7:  
8:   /*store updated counter in [Counter] table */ 
9:  store([COUNTER], counter)    
10: 
11:   /* 
12:   Check to see if entry for this NN is in the [LEADER] table 
13:   May not exist if it was crashed and removed by another leader 
14:   */ 
15:   if(!exists([LEADER], id) then 
16:   /*Assign itself as the max id*/ 
17:   id = retrieve([LEADER], max(id)) + 1 
18:  end if 
19:  
20:  /*store id and counter in [Leader] table*/ 
21:  store([LEADER], id, counter)   
22: 
23:  /*The function that determines the current leader*/ 
24:  function select() 
25:   
26:   SELECT id FROM [LEADER] 
27:  WHERE counter > (max(counter) – count(id)) /*returns all correct NNs */ 
28:  ORDER BY id     /*selects lowest id*/ 
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29:  LIMIT 1 
30: 
31:  return id 
32: 
33: /*The function that returns the list of correct NNs*/ 
34:  function selectAll() 
35: 
36:   SELECT id FROM [LEADER] 
37:  WHERE counter > (max(counter) – count(id)) /*returns all correct NNs */ 
38:  ORDER BY id     /*selects lowest id*/ 
39: 
40:  return list(id) 
41: 
42:  /*Initialization*/ 
43:  upon event <init> do 
44:   leader = NIL 
45:  updateCounter() 
46:  leader = select() 
47: 
48: /*After every interval, the NN process updates the counter in the data store*/ 
49: upon event <check> 
50:  updateCounter() 
51:  leader = select() 
52: 
53:  /*If this NN is elected the leader, remove previous leaders*/ 
54:  if(leader == id) then 
55:   /*delete all ids in [LEADER] lower than leader*/ 
56:   remove([LEADER],[ids < leader])  
57:  end if 
58: 
59: /*Handling timeouts from datastore*/ 
60:  upon event < timeout> 
61:  /*Kill NN so DNs can connect to the next leader NN*/ 
62:  shutdown() 
63: 
64:  /*Return the list of correct NNs in order of lowest ids*/  
65:  upon event <heartbeats> 
66:  return selectAll() 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Algorithm Part2 – Detecting leader at Datanodes 
 
1:  /*The NN leader id is passed in upon initialization of DN*/ 
2: upon event init<list(id)> 
3:  nnlist = list(id) 
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4:  /*The NN with the lowest id is the leader*/ 
5:  leader = min(nnlist) 
6:  
7:  
8: /*Update the list of NNs on every heartbeat response from Leader NN*/ 
9: upon event <heartbeat-response, list(id)> 
10:  nnlist = list(id) 
11:  leader = min(nnlist) 
12:  
13: /*On timeout from leader NN*/ 
14: upon event <timeout> 
15:  /*remove current leader from nnlist*/ 
16:  remove(nnlist, leader) 
17:  
18:  /*determine new leader*/ 
19:  leader = min(nnlist) 
 
 

4.5.4 Correctness 
 
Following are the cases that would prove correctness of the algorithm 
 
Case-I: Scenario when current leader crashes 
Supposing we have three namenodes, each have the current counter as [NN1=6, NN2=7, NN3=8]. 
We assume NN1 has crashed and therefore will not update its counter. In the next round, NN2 will 
update the counter to 9 and later NN3 would update the counter to 10 and we would have the 
following state information for NNs to agree on [NN1=6, NN2=9, NN3=10]. 
 

id counter Timestamp hostname 

1 6 10/19/2012 1:08:50 PM cloud1.sics.se:1121 

2 7 10/19/2012 1:32:55 PM cloud2.sics.se:1121 

3 8 10/19/2012 1:33:01 PM cloud3.sics.se:1121 

Figure 7: Snapshot for counter values before detection of NN1 crash 

id counter Timestamp hostname 

2 9 10/19/2012 1:32:55 PM cloud2.sics.se:1121 

3 10 10/19/2012 1:33:01 PM cloud3.sics.se:1121 

Figure 8:  Snapshot for counter values after detection NN1 crash 

 
Namenodes recognizing the new leader 
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Let’s  say  that  NN1  crashes  as  soon  as  it  updated  its  counter to 6. In the same round, NN2 updates its 
counter to 7 with a counter range of [5-7] and NN3 would update its counter to 8 with a counter range 
of [6-8]. At this point, from both namenode perspectives, NN1 is alive as its counter lies in the range 
while the datanodes detect failure of NN1 via the TCP socket. This is illustrated in Figure6. 
 
Now, in the next round, NN2 would progress to updating the counter to 9 and now the counter range 
would be [7-9]. Thus at this round, it would detect the crash of NN1 because the counter pertaining to 
NN1 is still 6 and does not lie in this range.  
 
Similarly, when NN3 updates the counter to 10 it detects the crash of NN1 because the range of 
counter values is [8-10]. This means that at this point, both NN2 and NN3 recognizes the crash of 
NN1 and run the consensus to elect the leader. NN2 having the lowest id would be elected as the 
leader. Thus [Property#1] holds.  
 
Now, when NN2 is elected the leader, it removes all lower NN ids in comparison to its own id from 
the table. So now it has the lowest id and all NNs will see this view. This forces [Property#2] where 
all previous leaders have now crashed. This is illustrated above in Figure7. 
If the previous leader recovers, it notices that its id is not in the table as the lowest id and will place its 
record with the next highest id. 
 
DNs recognizing the new leader 
All datanodes are up-to-date with the current view of namenodes in the system. This is done via 
requesting the namenodes for the current list of namenodes. This is done via a simple RPC call. The 
datanodes get the list of namenodes and assume the namenode with the lowest id is the leader. 
 
When NN1 had crashed, the DNs keep retrying for some amount of time and if they are not 
successful at making contact with the NN it will remove it from the list and select the next NN who 
potentially would be the leader. This would achieve [Property#2].  
 
There can be two possibilities where (a) the datanode contacts the next NN and if it is actually the 
leader then the process flows normally. (b) The datanode contacts the next NN in the list but who may 
not be the leader (because it is possible that it has crashed) but this NN would then provide the 
updated list of namenodes and then it would recognize the new leader. 
 
Eventually all correct DNs would recognize some correct NN as the leader thereby fulfilling 
[Property#1]. 
 
 
Case-II: Scenario when current leader thinks it is alive but cannot connect to NDB cluster 
If a namenode process say NN1 is active and running and thinks that it has not crashed BUT cannot 
make contact with NDB, then such an namenode process is not considered correct as per definition. 
 
In this scenario, all datanodes would always think that NN1 is the current leader as it can make 
contact with that NN. But since the NN cannot make contact with NDB, it would kill itself and 
shutdown hoping that some other namenode would eventually be elected the leader. 
 
When NN1 will be shutdown, the datanodess will keep retrying for some amount of time after some 
point where they will switch to the next namenode in the list and will determine the next NN leader. 
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This also ensures no corruption of data where the namenode thinks it is still the leader as it cannot 
update the metadata in the NDB since its communication with it is lost. 
 

4.6 Persistence of Namenode metadata 
 
One of the major challenges to achieving scalability of the namenode is to persist the metadata to 
some data store. The data store itself should have the following features: 
 

1. Scalability to store huge amounts of data 
2. High Availability 
3. Consistency 
4. In-memory database 
5. Good data distribution for efficient data access 

 
The current version of KTHFS is implemented using MySQL cluster as the data store. Later this 
would be enhanced to work with any data store. 
 

4.6.1 MySQL Cluster Overview 
 
MySQL cluster [14] abides to the KTHFS recommended requirements and thus leverages KTHFS to 
scale to more than a hundred million files worth of metadata. MySQL cluster being an in-memory 
database cluster also makes processing more efficient compared to other data stores that persist data 
to disk. Finally it provides us a way to organize our data so that we can have direct data access to 
nodes in the cluster that contain our data. 
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Figure 9: MySQL Cluster Architecture 

 
MySQL Cluster consists of 3 components: 
 

1. Datanodes  
The datanodes are the core to MySQL cluster. It is here where the data is actually stored. MySQL 
cluster stores data in memory but also optionally can store to disk. Datanodes are organized into 
node groups where data in each of the datanode is replicated synchronously across all nodes in 
that group. This gives us availability and reliability of data should any node in the group crash. 

 
2. MySQL server 
MySQL servers are responsible for processing SQL queries that translate to querying or 
modifying data in the datanodes. It provides developers with a standard SQL interface to 
manipulate their data eliminating the need for a low level programming within the application. 

 
3. Management Node 
The management server nodes handle the system configuration and are used to change the setup 
of the system. The management server node is only used at startup and system re-configuration, 
which means that storage nodes are operable without the management nodes. 

 

4.6.2 HDFS in-memory data structures and KTHFS schema mappings 
 
To persist metadata to NDB cluster involves identifying the data structures that make up the 
metadata. Also, other data structures apart from the metadata need to be persisted for decision making 
in terms of replication, lease management and data access. Following are the data structures and their 
mappings to NDB: 
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1. INode 
The INode represents a file or a directory. It also references a list of blocks that makeup the file. 
It holds all properties of the file some of which include name, its parent, permission, access time 
and modification time and quotas. This is mapped to the [INodeTableSimple] table and it has the 
following schema. 

 

INodeTableSimple

PK id

 name
 isDir
 replication
 modificationTime
 aTime
 permission
 nsquota
 dsquota
 isUnderConstruction
 clientName
 clientMachine
 clientNode
 isClosedFile
 header
 isDirWithQuota
 nscount
 dscount
 symlink
 lastBlockId
 parentid

 
Figure 10: INode data structure mapping to [INodeTableSimple] table 

 
2. blocksMap 

 
This includes mappings from:  

Block --> Inode map 
Block --> Datanode map  

 
This data structure holds block information that indicates which file it belongs to and the 
datanodes that host replicas of this block. Following are the tables that map to this data 
structure. 
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Figure 11: blocksMap data structure mapping to [BlockInfo] and [Triplets] table 

 
The storageId column in the [Triplets] table is a unique id for representing a datanode in the 
cluster. It is in this table all the replica information is stored for blocks. 
 
The iNodeID column in the [BlockInfo] table indicates which file this block belongs to. Hence, in 
this way we can return all blocks related to a file. The blockIndex column indicates the order in 
which these blocks were written to the file. 

 
3. DatanodeDescriptor 
This data structure holds information about a particular datanode such as its host address and 
post, rack location and storage id. These are needed in decision making for efficient block replica 
placements. The following is the table needed to store the relevant information. 

 

DatanodeInfo

PK storageId

 hostname
 localPort
 infoPort
 status
 location
 host
 numBlocks
 currBlocksScheduled
 prevBlocksScheduled
 lastBlocksScheduledRollTime

 
Figure 12: DatanodeDescriptor mapping to [DatanodeInfo] table 

 
 

4. Lease and LeasePath 
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As in HDFS, when a client writes to a file in KTHFS, it holds a lease on the file so that no other 
client can write to the file at that time. The lease is maintained till the client closes the file or its 
lease has expired. The lease references a path to the file to which the client is writing to. 
Following are the tables used to store the related information. 
 

 

 
Figure 13: Lease data structure mapping to [Lease] and [LeasePath] tables 

 
The holder column in [Lease] table represents the client and it is assigned a holderID. The path 
column in [LeasePath] table represents the path to the file for this lease. 

 
 

5. UnderReplicatedBlocks 
This is a priority queue data structure holds those blocks that have been detected by KTHFS 
(specifically the BlockManager of the Namenode)   to   be   under   replicated.   Thus   this   block’s  
replication count is lower than the desired replication factor and needs to be quickly replicated at 
one of the datanodes.  
 

UnderReplicaBlocks

PK blockId

 level
 

Figure 14: UnderReplicatedBlocks data structure mapping to [UnderReplicatedBlocks] table 

 
The blocks in this queue are prioritized by the replication count with the lowest replication having 
the highest priority. The level column in this table indicates the priority of this block. 

 
6. CorruptReplicasMap 
When a client creates a file, it computes the checksum sequence for each block and sends it to the 
datanode along with the data. The datanode on the other hand save these checksums per block in 
a separate file in its local file system. Due to network failures or disk failures, blocks stored to 
disk can be corrupted at the datanodes. 

 
When the client needs to read the block from the datanode it streams in the data along with the 
checksum. It then computes the checksum sequence from the streamed data and compares it with that 
of the original checksum. If it is different, the block at that datanode replica is tagged as corrupt. 
Following is the table that stores corrupt replica blocks. 
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CorruptReplicas

PK blockId
PK storageId

 
Figure 15: CorruptReplicasMap data structure mapping to [CorruptReplicas] table 

 
The storageId column is a unique id for representing a datanode in the cluster. This datanode is the 
datanode that stores the corrupt block. 

 
 

7. RecentInvalidateSets 
When a file is deleted, the blocks related to that file need to be invalidated. Even if a block is 
detected to be over replicated, it needs to be invalidated at some of the datanodes till it reaches 
the desired replication factor. Following is the table used to store related information. 

 

InvalidateBlocks

PK blockId
PK storageId

 generationStamp
 numBytes

 
Figure 16: RecentInvalidateSets data structure mapping to [InvalidatedBlocks] table 

 
8. ExcessReplicateMap 
This is a tree structure that list the blocks   that   are   “extra”   at   each   datanode.   These   would  
eventually need to be removed from the file system. Following is the table used to store the 
related mapping. 

 

ExcessReplica

PK blockId
PK storageId

 
Figure 17: ExcessReplicateMap data structure mapping to [ExcessReplica] table 

 
9. PendingReplicationBlocks 
This list stores the blocks that are just about to be replicated. It is used to track the replication 
count for a block. Following is the table used to store this information: 
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PendingReplicationBlock

PK blockId

 timestamp
 numReplicasInProgress

 
Figure 18: PendingReplicationBlocks data structure mapping to [PendingReplicationBlock] table 

 
10. ReplicaUnderConstruction 
When a client writes to a file, it writes to it block by block. The block is termed as under 
construction initially until it is completely replicated to datanodes.  
 
This data structure holds the expected locations to where the block needs to be replicated. Once 
replicated, this information is wiped out from this data structure and saved in the blocksMap data 
structure. Following is the table used to store this information: 

ReplicaUC

PK blockId

 expLocation
 statte
 timestamp

 
Figure 19: ReplicaUnderConstruction data structure mapping to [Replicauc] table 
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In a summary, the following picture summarizes the table entities and their relationship with each 
other. 
 
 

INodeTableSimple

PK id

 name
 isDir
 replication
 modificationTime
 aTime
 permission
 nsquota
 dsquota
 isUnderConstruction
 clientName
 clientMachine
 clientNode
 isClosedFile
 header
 isDirWithQuota
 nscount
 dscount
 symlink
 lastBlockId
 parentid

BlockInfo

PK iNodeID
PK blockId

 blockIndex
 numBytes
 generationStamp
 replication
 BlockUCState
 timestamp
 primaryNodeIndex
 blockRecoveryId

triplets

PK blockId
PK storageId

 index

DatanodeInfo

PK storageId

 hostname
 localPort
 infoPort
 status
 location
 host
 numBlocks
 currBlocksScheduled
 prevBlocksScheduled
 lastBlocksScheduledRollTime

Lease

PK holder

 lastUpdate
 holderID

LeasePath

PK path

 holderID

ReplicaUC

PK blockId

 expLocation
 statte
 timestamp

PendingReplicationBlock

PK blockId

 timestamp
 numReplicasInProgress

UnderReplicaBlocks

PK blockId

 level

InvalidateBlocks

PK blockId
PK storageId

 generationStamp
 numBytes

ExcessReplica

PK blockId
PK storageId

CorruptReplicas

PK blockId
PK storageId

Counters

PK id

 name
 value

Leader

PK id

 counter
 timestamp
 hostname

 
Figure 20: KTHFS Entity Relationship Diagram 

 
 

4.6.3 Data Distribution 
 
The way data is organized in a clustered datastore plays a huge role in efficiency of data access. If 
related data is scattered in all of the storage machines it would require a fetch-from-all machines for 
that piece of information. However if all related data are stored in the same machine, it would require 
a single lookup from a single storage machine to fetch that data. This avoids the cost of 
communicating with other machines over the network where a final merge of the data would be 
required to aggregate the results for the client. 
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MySQL cluster provides data partitioning as one of the key features of its implementation. Data in a 
datastore can be partitioned by some distribution key. All records having the same key would be 
hashed to the same datanode in that cluster. This means that all relevant data would reside in the same 
datanode allowing the user to do a single lookup on that data thus giving it faster data access. The 
following diagram will illustrate this. 
 

 
Figure 21: Data partitioning and Lookups 

 
The client-controller usually MySQL server or ClusterJ is intelligent enough to find the partition (or 
datanode) for a given distribution key.  
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Data partitioning scheme with INodeId 
In KTHFS, most metadata revolves around the Inode. For example, the file system stores files and 
these files are represented as Inodes. Each inode has a unique id called the inode-id. A file is split up 
into blocks and these blocks are replicated across the cluster. So it makes sense that data should be 
partitioned based on the inode-id. 
 
So following this partitioning scheme, given an inode-id, we can find all the blocks and inode 
information in a single lookup from the same datanode. This is one of the the most frequent operation 
in HDFS. Following is an example of data partitioning for inodes and its blocks information. The 
tables involved in the partitioning would include [INodeTableSimple] and [BlockInfo] tables. The 
data in these records have been altered for the case of simplicity.  
 

 
Figure 22: KTHFS Data partitioning for INode and Block information 
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Data partitioning scheme with StorageId 
The next most frequent and expensive operation is the block reporting. The datanodes are uniquely 
identified by their storageId. Periodically they send their block reports to the namenodes. The block-
to-datanode mapping resides in the [triplets] table. Usually the default replication factor for a block is 
3 and if there are a million files in KTHFS where each file contains on average 2 blocks, then the 
number of records for this mapping would be 3 times the magnitude depending on the replication 
factor. 
 
For a block report a fetch for all blocks related to a datanode is required. For a huge cluster of 10,000 
to 20,000 datanodes, if a proper data partitioning scheme is not in place, this would require a fetch 
from all datanodes in this cluster. This is costly as the number of blocks and replication factor 
increases. Therefore it is   important   to   partition   blocks   in   the   [triplets]   table   via   the   datanode’s  
storageId. 
 

 
Figure 23: KTHFS Data partitioning for Block-to-Datanode mapping 

 
 

So during block report processing, given a storageId, we can find all blocks stored by that datanode 
having that storageId. In this case, all blocks for storageIds “Datanode-1” and “Datanode-3” are 
mapped to Partition-01 of MySQL cluster. All blocks for storageId “Datanode-2” are mapped to 
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Partition-02 of MySQL cluster. Hence, a single lookup to that partition is required for fetching all 
blocks respective to that storageId. 

4.7 Load Balancing 
 
Load balancing of operations on the namenodes is done on two levels. Clients operations that involve 
file system operations and Datanodes operations that involve block report processing. 
 

4.7.1 Client operations 
 
Load balancing of client operations is based on different policy settings. The default policy is round-
robin. The KTHFS client is equipped with a built-in load balancer. It is also flexible enough for 
developers to plug-in their own load balancer implementation.   
 

 
Figure 24: Load balancing on client operations 

 
 
If a namenode crashes or is unreachable by the client for a certain operation, it blacklists the 
namenode  so  that  it  won’t  be  used  again  to  perform  an  operation. The client retries for a configurable 
amount of time and then if unsuccessful to connect, it blacklists the namenode. The operation is then 
retried on the next namenode. 
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During the course of time, the namenode might restart and return to a functional state or additional 
namenodes might be added as well but the client might not be aware of it. Currently the client does 
not support dynamic connections to namenodes that have restarted or newly added to KTHFS cluster. 
For now, the client would need to restart with the new list of namenodes in the configuration file. 
 

4.7.2 Block Report Processing 
 
Block reports are sent by the datanodes to the namenode for processing. This serves as part of a sanity 
check against the namenode metadata. These reports are sent periodically and the intervals between 
the block reports are configurable. 
 
Initially, all datanodes send their block reports to a single namenode. This could potentially load the 
server and make it a bottleneck in the system. Since we have multiple namenodes independent of each 
other, it seems obvious to balance block report processing onto different namenodes. 
 

 
Figure 25: Block report processing in KTHFS 

 
 
In this implementation, before a block report is actually sent to a namenode it asks the leader which 
namenode it should send a block report to. The leader then responds back with a namenode ip-
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address to which the datanode should send its block report. Currently, the leader assigns block report 
processing to these namenodes in a round robin fashion.  
 

4.8 Caching with Memcached 
 
Clustered database transactions are quite expensive compared to in-memory processing for two major 
reasons. Firstly, transactions are processed over the network among a group of storage node 
coordinating together to deliver the desired results based on a query. Such queries usually involve 
join operations. Secondly, increased load on the database can cause it to be a bottleneck thereby 
saturating the server. 
 
The purpose of caching in KTHFS is to provide faster data access and alleviate some of the load on 
the database. To achieve fast data access, a cache must have the following properties: 

1. It should take O(1) time to get data from the cache 
2. It should take O(1) time to store data to the cache 
3. It should take O(1) time to remove data from the cache 
4. [Optional] Write operations (i.e. store and delete) should be asynchronous 

 
In addition to this, KTHFS requires a distributed cache so that all namenodes can get and store data to 
that cache and have a consistent view of the cache at all times. 
 
KTHFS is implemented to use Memcached – A high performance distributed object caching system 
[15]. It is an in-memory key value store for small chunks of arbitrary data (strings and objects). 
Memcached has a very simple design but is yet powerful. 
 

4.8.1 Memcached 
 
Memcached [15] is a high-performance, distributed memory object caching system, generic in nature, 
but originally intended for use in speeding up dynamic web applications by alleviating database load.  
 
Memcached is a key value short-term memory store. A typical deployment can consist of one or more 
memcached servers in which the data is logically split via key hashing. The memcached client is 
configured to pool in a set of servers and then distributes the data to these servers based on the key. 
Thus it makes it a distributed cache. The following diagram illustrates this concept. 
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Figure 26: Memcached – A distributed key value in-memory cache 

The client is usually used within the application servers and all these servers will look into the same 
virtual pool of cached memory. This means that a given data item with a particular key is always 
stored and retrieved from the same location (i.e. to which ever server your key hashes to) in your 
entire cluster. 
 

 
Figure 27: Memcached deployment 
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4.8.2 Memcached integration with KTHFS 
 
INode path resolution 
Currently, KTHFS uses memcached for resolving the path of a file. The path resolution is an 
expensive process that involves many hits to the database there by slowing down the processing of 
the system. The path resolution is central to KTHFS and this operation is used in almost all operations 
in KTHFS. Following  is  a  performance  analysis  of  the  file’s  path  resolution. 
 

 
Figure 28: Performance analysis of INode path resolution in KTHFS 

Index scans vs Primary key lookups 
The unique index scans in MySQL cluster is slower compared to primary key lookups. It might 
involve atleast one more communication step to fetch the desired data. As in most database 
implementations, indexes are implemented via hash tables. In this case, the unique key index is used 
on [INodeTableSimple] table on columns name and parented. MySQL cluster maps the unique key to 
the primary keys in the hash table [16].  
 
In terms of data partitioning, table records in MySQL cluster are partitioned on (whole or partial) 
primary keys. So this record would then be stored at the datanode responsible for this mapped 
primary key. 
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Figure 29: Data partitioning in terms of Unique index keys 

 
Now, for an index lookup, the query will be initiated at a random datanode and that node would be 
the Transaction coordinator (TC) for that query. The TC would read the hash table to search for the 
primary key for this unique key index. Using this key it would reveal the datanode that is responsible 
for storing that data and coordinate with it to fetch and return results back to the application. So at this 
stage there might be a communication step with another datanode that stores that data but it is 
possible that this datanode would be the TC itself and would save the expense of communicating over 
the network with another datanode. 
 
Using Memcached to resolve INode paths 
The first time KTHFS resolves a path, it would follow the normal algorithm for recursively searching 
for the child given the parent via the database until we reach the leaf node i.e. the actual file to search 
for. While it does this it collects all the inodeId found for this path and saves it as a key value entry in 
memcached. The key is the absolute path and the value is the list of inodeId found on this path. 
Following is the sample record of cached values for path resolution. 
 

Key Value  
 

/home/user/file1.txt List<Integer>(0, 1001, 1002, 1003) 
 
0  / 
1001  /home 
1002  /home/user 
1003  /home/user/file1.txt 
 

/home/user/file2.txt List<Integer>(0, 1001, 1002, 1004) 
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0  / 
1001  /home 
1002  /home/user 
1004  /home/user/file2.txt 
 

/home/user/file3.txt List<Integer>(0, 1001, 1002, 1005) 
 
0  / 
1001  /home 
1002  /home/user 
1005  /home/user/file3.txt 
 

Figure 30: Sample cached records in memcached for INode path resolution 

 
The next time we need to resolve a path, we will retrieve from the cache the list of inodeId on this 
path and make one fetch to the database to get all INodes pertaining to these ids. Since the inodeId is 
a primary key in the [INodeTableSimple] table, this would be a primary key lookup for each of these 
ids. 
 
Hence there is only one round trip made to the database to fetch all inodes on this path. This saves the 
expense of the recursive fetches (and round trips) from the database. Thus high performance is 
achieved by a great magnitude. 
 
To ensure that values in the cache is not stale compared to values in the database, once the fetch is 
made it also validates each inode fetched from the database against the inodes in the cache. If verified 
to be consistent with the database, the list of INodes is returned to the calling functions otherwise this 
entry is removed from the cache. 
 
Following figure illustrates this algorithm:  
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Figure 31: Resolving INode path with Memcached 

 
Compared to the implementation without the memcached, for this operation we have saved our self 
multiple round trips to the database for resolving the path. Here, there is just one round trip to fetch 
all inode records for the inodeIds. 
 
Following figure illustrates the KTHFS architecture with Memcached: 
 

 
Figure 32: KTHFS Architecture with Memcached Layer 
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4.9 Transaction locking and Concurrency control 
 
Namenode operations involve database transactions that modify the namespace metadata. These 
transactions are carried out atomically such that if any transaction fails, the entire transaction as a 
whole fails. 
 
Two or more operations from different namenodes can occur concurrently and hence transactions 
would be concurrent. If transactions occur concurrently, some kind of isolation level needs to be in 
place  so  that  transactions  don’t  commit  to  dirty  reads.  Transaction  isolation  is  usually implemented by 
locking whatever resources are accessed in the transaction.  
 
Possible locking modes available within MySQL cluster include shared locks and exclusive locks. By 
default reads are read committed and takes no locks. MySQL cluster does locking on the row level 
and runs queries as non-locking consistent reads by default. Locks are released once the transaction 
commits or rollback [17]. 
 
With locking in place and improper code handling, deadlocks are bound to happen in concurrent 
transactions. With experience from KTHFS, locks occur mostly due to shared locks upgraded to 
exclusive locks and sometimes because locks are not acquired in the right order.  Following are two 
scenarios where deadlocks can happen: 
 

 
Figure 33: Deadlock scenario-1 due to acquiring locks in incorrect order 

In this scenario, two operations occur concurrently on common resources i.e. File-X and Block-X 
where Block-X is a block that belongs to File-X. The first operation i.e. addBlock is executed when a 
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datanode notifies the namenode that it has received a block and the namenode then adds this block to 
the block-to-datanode mapping.  
 
The way the locks are acquired is via a shared lock on Block-X at time T1 and then a trying to obtain 
a write lock on File-X at time Tn. 
 
The second operation i.e. appendFile is executed when the client wants to append to the file some 
more blocks. For this, the namenode needs to get hold of the last block of this file and covert its status 
to an under-construction state. This indicates that the block and the file are under construction and a 
client is currently writing to this file. 
 
So as per operation, the locks would be acquired in the opposite sequence as that of first operation i.e. 
a shared lock on File-X at time T1 and then trying to obtain a write lock on Block-X at time Tn’. 
 
We see that a deadlock situation has occurred where the first operation waits for the second operation 
to release the lock on File-X but the second operation waits for the first operation to release the lock 
on Block-X. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 34: Deadlock scenario-2 due to upgrade of locks 

 
In this figure, deadlock occurs due to an upgrade of the shared lock on File-X to a write lock. We see 
that both operations acquire shared locks on File-X and now both operations at some point in the 
future want to update File-X but cannot update it because a shared lock is already obtained on this 
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resource and first needs to be released. Hence both operations wait endlessly on each other to release 
the shared locks. 
 
Concurrency control mechanisms are usually implemented via pessimistic or optimistic locking or a 
combination of the two [18]. 
 
With pessimistic lock handling, transaction deadlocks are still possible and proper locking 
mechanisms should be in place. Following are the implementations that can be implemented in an 
application to prevent deadlocks using pessimistic locking. 
 

1. Using Exclusive locks on resources 
2. Acquiring shared or exclusive locks in the same order for each operation 

 
Although deadlocks can be avoided using the above two techniques but holding locks on resources 
leads to starvation thereby resulting in degrade of performance.  
 
Optimistic locking [19] is a better option in terms of efficiency and assumes that concurrent 
operations  would  mostly  be  independent  of  each  other  and  hence  won’t  conflict  on  resources. Hence, 
with this implementation, locks are not actually acquired on resources and they access these resources 
with the last committed value. Processing continues as usual, assuming  there  won’t  be  modifications  
to the resource. During the commit, there is a validation phase that checks whether the resources 
accessed during the transaction have been modified or not and if so the transaction would be aborted. 
 
Currently, in KTHFS there is no efficient locking mechanism in place. Exclusive locks are mostly 
used throughout the code to prevent deadlocks and corruption of data. In the later stages of this 
project we will be focusing a lot more on dealing with proper and efficient transaction locking 
solutions. 
 
At this stage, this primary focus of this project is focused towards making the system scalable in 
terms of capacity and highly available. 
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Chapter 5 – Evaluation 

5.1 Metadata Capacity 
 
The scalability of the original namenode metadata in HDFS is limited by the size of RAM. According 
to Shvachko [4], for a 100 million files (referencing 200 million blocks) where each file on average 
has two blocks with a total capacity size 600 bytes would require 60 GB of RAM. One important 
point to note is that the HDFS Namenode runs in a JVM and large heap sizes greater than 60 GB is 
not considered practical for interactive workloads. Therefore the maximum capacity of HDFS is 100 
million files approximately. 
 
The scalability of KTHFS is proportional to that of MySQL cluster since the metadata is stored in it. 
MySQL cluster can store about 4 TB of data across multiple datanodes which means that maximum 
capacity of KTHFS is around 3 billion files.  
 
Appendix-A gives a more detailed analysis of the metadata storage capacity in KTHFS. The 
following table summarizes this: 
 

 
Analysis of KTHFS Metadata Capacity  

  (bytes) (MBs) (GBs) # of DNs  
(60 GB 
RAM) 

Total size of single file 1,340 0 0 1 

Total size of 100 million files 133,987,500,000 127,780 125 2 

Total size of 500 million files 669,937,500,000 638,902 624 10 

Total size of 1 billion files 1,339,875,000,000 1,277,804 1,248 21 

Total size of 2 billion files 2,679,750,000,000 2,555,609 2,496 42 

  
 

 
KTHFS 

   
HDFS 

Max. Capacity of MySQL cluster 4 TB  64 GB 
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Max. files that can be stored 3 billion files (approx)  

 
100 million files (approx) 

Table 1: Metadata capacity analysis of KTHFS with HDFS 

 
This is a rough estimate where the maximum size of each data item is taken into account. Real figures 
in terms of storage allocation would be much less. The figure shows that KTHFS can store 
approximately 30 times more files than HDFS. 
 

5.2 Throughput 
 
To measure the throughput of HDFS and KTHFS, we used a tool called Throughput Benchmark 
which is part of the HDFS source code. The experiments were carried out in machines having the 
following configuration: 
 

Benchmark Environment 

Processor(s) Machines 1 to 11 
2 AMD Opteron ™ Processor with 2.5 Ghz clock speed 
6 cores on each CPU 
  
Machines 12 to 18 
2 Intel® Xeon® CPU X5600 with 2.8 Ghz clock speed 
6 cores on each CPU 

RAM Machines 1 to 11 
32 GB 
 
Machines 12 to 18 
64 GB 

OS Ubuntu 11.04 

Java Sun JRE 1.6.0 

Ethernet 1GB 

Table 2: Benchmark environment for Throughput experiment 

 

MySQL Cluster Configuration 

1 Management Server Machine 11 
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6 Datanodes Machine 08, Machine 09, Machine 10 

Machine 12, Machine 14, Machine 15 

1 MySQL Server Machine 11 

Table 3: MySQL Cluster Configuration for Throughput experiment 

 

5.2.1 Read Throughput 
 
The test is carried out by first creating a total of 1 million files and then read (i.e. open file) operations 
are carried out on these files in parallel by a clients ranging from 10 to 20 (incrementing on each 
iteration). The throughput is measured only at the start and end of each open operation and excludes 
the time taken to create the files. 
 
Separate tests were carried out with and without the use of Memcached to differentiate the 
performance. In each iterative test, we incrementally add more namenodes to measure the throughput 
in the system. 
 

 
Figure 35: Open operation Throughput (read ops/sec) 

 
The graph shows that there is a linear scalability in open operations. Also with 8 namenodes in 
KTHFS, we are able to achieve similar but even better throughput than a single HDFS namenode. 
 
We can see the difference between a single HDFS namenode and a single KTHFS namenode. This 
huge difference is due to the difference between in-memory data processing and over-the-network 
database processing. This was expected. 
 
Memcached proved to be significant in terms of performance giving us roughly 1000 times faster 
performance. Following was the configuration for this test setup: 
 

 
Memcached configuration and Setup 
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Cache size 1024 MB 

Setup Each namenode machine was running a memcached server 

 
No. of namenodes 

 
Setup 

1 Namenode Running on Machine 1 

2 Namenodes Running on Machines 1 and 4 

4 Namenodes Running on Machines 1, 4, 5 and 6 

6 Namenodes Running on Machines 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7 

8 Namenodes Running on  Machines 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 17 

10 Namenodes Running on Machines 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 16, 17, 18 

Table 4: Memcached and Namenode setup for throughput experiment 

 

5.2.2 Write Throughput 
 
Currently the write throughput in KTHFS has limitations due to inefficient transaction locking. Work 
is going on to improve this via Optimistic concurrency control. 
 
The reason for the locking is due to update of quotas during create file operations. When a file is 
created in a directory, the quota of this directory including all parent directories all the way to the root 
“/”  needs  to be increased. This means that we would need to acquire locks on all directories along the 
path including the root directory. 
  
The locks would ensure serialization of updates to increase quotas in these directories. This causes 
other client operations to wait for locks to be released thereby limiting the write throughput. 
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s 
Figure 36: Lock problem and “write” throughput limitation in KTHFS 

 
In   the   above   figure,   we   see   that   until   the   locks   are   not   released   from   “/”,   “home”   and   “dir1”  
directories, other clients are unable to create the files “b.txt” and “c.txt”. After creating the file 
“a.txt”,  the  quotas  are  updated  in  all  parent  directories  and the locks are then released. 
 
However, HDFS and in turn KTHFS is built to run efficiently in environments where there are more 
reads (i.e. about 80%) compared to writes. It is a write-once-read-many time model. The purpose of 
HDFS is to do batch processing on huge amounts of data that is written just once. Hence, the priority 
of writes at this stage is quite low and will be improved in later stages of this project. 
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5.3 High Availability of Namenode 
 
Following is the test plan for High Availability (HA) of Namenode (NN) 
 

5.3.1 Basic HA Testing 
 
The test involves two namenodes designated as NN1 and NN2. This is a simple test to check whether 
a namenode can detect failure and take over as the leader and perform background tasks. 
 

Steps Expected Results   Actual Results 
 

After starting namenodes, the 
namenode that first initializes 
itself would be elected the leader. 
To avoid race conditions, we start 
the other namenode a few 
seconds later. 
 

Both namenodes start successfully and 
initializes themselves. NN1 elects itself as 
the leader and NN2 is not 
 
Replication and Lease monitoring is 
activated only at NN1 

Similar 

Kill NN1 process NN2 becomes the leader namenode. 
 
NN2 will now be take over replication and 
lease management tasks. 

Similar 

Restart NN2 while NN1 is still 
down 
 

NN2 restarts and still becomes the leader Similar 

Restart NN1 and kill NN2 NN1 restarts and comes back in the 
system with the next highest id while NN2 
is still actively running as leader. 
 
After we kill NN2, NN1 takes over as the 
leader and fail-back occurs back to NN1 

Similar 

Table 5: Basic HA Namenode testing 
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5.3.2 HA Testing under Load 

 
These following tests use a cluster of 10 datanodes and 2 namenodes. The default replication factor is 
3. I/O loads involve create, writing to files and opening files and they occur in parallel. 
 
Testing HA when Leader NN is shutdown 
 

Steps Expected Results Actual Results 

Under load perform failover using the 
following steps: 
 

- Leader NN1 is killed; NN2 is 
made active 

- Loads are now processed only 
by NN2 

The load continues to run during 
failover 
No corrupt blocks are detected during 
load 
 

Similar 

Stop the load. Restart the cluster After restart, NN1 becomes the leader. 
 

Similar 

Repeat the above tests several times As expected from above tests 
 

Similar 

Table 6: HA namenode test when leader NN is shutdown 

Testing HA when Non-Leader NN is shutdown 
 

Steps Expected Results Actual Results 

Under load kill the Non-leader NN2 and 
restart it 

 

The load continues to run during 
failover 
 
No corrupt blocks are detected during 
load 
 

Similar 

Stop the load. Restart the cluster After restart, NN1 becomes the leader. Similar 

Table 7: HA namenode test when non-leader NN is shutdown 
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Testing HA with datanode failures 
 

Steps Expected Results Actual Results 

Under load perform failover using the 
following steps: 

- Kill and restart datanodes 
periodically with a sleep factor 
of 15 seconds 

- In between, perform failover by 
kill NN1 and allowing NN2 to 
become leader 

The load continues to run during 
failover 
 
No corrupt blocks are detected during 
load 
 

Similar 

Stop the load. Restart the cluster After restart, NN1 becomes the 
leaders. 
 

Similar 

Repeat the above tests several times As expected from above tests Similar 

Table 8: HA namenode test when datanode(s) fails 

From the test results, we observe that even during namenode failures clients that are connected to 
active namenodes are not affected and continue with their operation. However, clients connected with 
the failed namenode retry their operation on the next available namenode. 
 
Overall, the system is available as long as there is atleast 1 active namenode in the system. KTHFS 
can tolerate up to n-1 failed namenodes. The clients continue to operate in KTHFS in the event of 
failures.  
 
Compared to HDFS and other existing solutions, there is a few seconds of delay for clients failing 
over to the new namenode and for the standby namenode to read the fsimage and enter into an active 
state. For a huge cluster, this failover can range from minutes to hours. 
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5.4 Performance of MySQL Cluster 
 

5.4.1 Availability  
 
MySQL cluster is high availability system architecture [14]. There is no single point of failure. It is a 
shared nothing architecture, which means that individual node failures do not affect other parts of the 
system.  
 
The data is synchronously replicated on different machines, such that it remains accessible if at least 
one replica is available. This also leads to very low fail-over times in case of node failures. The 
heartbeat mechanism ensures that fail-overs happen instantaneously without affecting the clients.  
 
Furthermore, it also offers a feature called Geographical Replication, which enables asynchronous 
replication across geographically separated data centers for disaster recovery. 
  

5.4.2 Throughput 
 
Recent updates [21] from the MySQL Cluster community provided benchmarks using a tool called 
flexAsynch [22]. FlexAsynch is an automated tool to run benchmarks with an overview in [23]. 
Results look to be impressive with 4.3 billion reads (selects) per minute and 1 billion writes per 
minute.  
 
Following are the results based on [21]: 
 

Benchmark Environment 

# of data nodes 30 MySQL Cluster datanodes of 15 node groups 

# replication factor 2 (synchronous replication) 

Processor 2x8-core Intel Xeon E5-2670 2.6GHz 

RAM 32 GB 

OS Linux 6.1 

Version MySQL Cluster 7.2.7 

Ethernet 40 Gbps Infiniband network switches running IPoIB (IP over 
Infiniband) 

Table 9: Benchmark Environment for MySQL cluster 
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Figure 37: MySQL cluster scaling out write operations 

 
 
 

 
Figure 38: MySQL cluster 7.2  delivers 8.4x Higher Performance than 7.1 

 
 
 
The   results   show  MySQL   cluster’s   capability   to   scale   in   terms   of   reads   and   writes.   Furthermore,  
MySQL  cluster  could  handle  updates  from  all  of  Zynga’s  60  million  active  daily  users  [24] or all of 
Facebook’s  900  million  active  users [25] in less than a minute. 
 
All this can be achieved with the ACID properties and synchronous replication in place. 
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Chapter 6 – Conclusion & Future 

Work 

6.1 Conclusion 
 
In this report, we have discussed the implementation of KTHFS -  A highly available and scalable file 
system. We  have  discussed   the  goals  and  challenges   that  we’ve   faced   to  make   the   system  scale in 
terms of capacity by persisting the namespace metadata to a datastore. This datastore should also be 
highly available and scalable and provide efficient data access as part of the requirements of KTHFS. 
MySQL cluster was the datastore chosen for this implementation. 
 
KTHFS has no single point of failure. The multi-namenode architecture allows KTHFS to be highly 
available. In case of a failure or shutdown of one of the namenodes, clients can retry their operation 
on the next available namenode in the system. Similarly datanodes can detect failure of namenodes 
and are also provided with a list of current active namenodes in the system.  
 
Load balancing of client and datanode operations prevents namenodes from becoming over-saturated 
and thus avoiding it from becoming a bottleneck to the system. 
 
The leader election algorithm implemented at all the namenodes allows these to coordinate for 
various different tasks such as replication monitoring, lease management, block report processing, 
decommissioning of datanodes and block token generation.  
 
Locking mechanisms are still a big issue in terms of efficiency and performance of the system and 
currently work is being done to build a more efficient transaction locking management system. 
 
 Finally memcached turns out to be a great distributed caching tool alleviating most of the load from 
MySQL cluster and in turn giving us high performance for data access by permitting more primary 
key lookups instead of range scans. 
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6.2 Future Work 
 
Following are the improvements to KTHFS that are ongoing and are intended to be completed in the 
later stages of the project. 
 

6.2.1 Batching transactions with Transaction Context 
 
Code transition from in-memory data structures to persistent data objects required many lookups and 
scans to the database to find objects. These objects include inodes and their blocks, the state of the 
blocks, the datanodes storing these blocks etc.  
 
Different classes needed to share these objects and many modifications to the current code were 
needed which could possibly break semantics of the distributed file system. This is risky. 
 
A smarter and more efficient way of sharing objects is via a TransactionContext. For a particular 
operation, such as reads (in HDFS terms getBlockLocations()), lists or creation of files, all objects 
fetched once from the database are stored in a typed container namely the TransactionContext. The 
TransactionContext is a thread-local variable tied to the current executing thread. It is implemented 
using java’s  ThreadLocal [20].  
 
Hence the next time a fetch needs to be made from a different class for the same object during the 
same operation; it is fetched in-memory from the TransactionContext preventing access to the 
database. The in-memory processing makes it a step closer to the original HDFS in-memory 
processing thus giving high performance.  
 
Similarly, all modifications (such as creates/updates/deletes) to these objects are batched in the 
TransactionContext and finally at the end of the operation a single commit will apply all the 
modifications to the datastore. 
 

6.2.2 Efficient Locking Mechanisms 
 
For correctness, we’ve   seen   that   during   concurrent   operations,   some   kind   of   transactional locking 
mechanism is required to prevent dirty reads and corruption of data. Certain measures also need to be 
taken into consideration to prevent deadlocks and acquiring the locks in order is one way of 
preventing it. But these causes the resources to be locked from the time the transaction started to the 
time it ends thus leading to starvation resulting in degrade of performance. 
 
Optimistic locking [19] is one option that can give efficiency in processing. The reason is because this 
mechanism would permit the system to perform committed reads on records and saving their state 
(usually with a timestamp) thereby not actually obtaining any locks on records. Just before 
committing the transaction it would check whether the records accessed during the transaction have 
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been modified (i.e by comparing the timestamps) and if so, the transaction would abort and the client 
would need to retry. 
 

6.2.3 Platform as a Service (Paas) 
 
As an extension to KTHFS, an administrative and monitoring tool is currently being developed that 
would monitor health and other statistics such as CPU and RAM usage, disk utilization and the like. 
Later this would be exposed as an API for developers to integrate within their application and get 
more control of the system. 
 

6.2.4 Admission Control System 
 
Using the same monitoring capability above, work will be done on implementing an admission 
control system that detects early any sort of unusual behavior that can lead to saturation or bottleneck 
of the namenodes and MySQL cluster. 
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Appendix A - KTHFS Metadata 
Capacity Analysis 
 
The metadata information is stored in the [INodeTableSimple], [BlockInfo] and [Triplets] table. The 
following tables are an analysis of the size of a single row within each table  
  

Size of Single Row in [InodeTableSimple] table 

Colum Name Type Size in Memory   
id bigint 64   

name varchar (128) 1024   

parentid bigint 64   

isDir bit (1) 8   

replication integer 32   

modificationTime bigint 64   

aTime bigint 6   

permission varbinary 128   

nsquota bigint 64   

dsquota bigint 64   

isUnderConstruction bit (1) 8   

clientName varchar (48) 384   

clientMachine varchar (48) 384   

clientNode varchar (48) 384   

isClosedFile bit (1) 8   

header bigint 64   

isDirWithQuota bit (1) 8   

nscount bigint 64   

dscount bigint 64   

symlink varchar 25   

lastBlockId bigint 64   

 Total  2975 (bits) 

    372 (bytes) 

Table 10: Size of single row in [INodeTableSimple] table 
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Size of single row in [BlockInfo] table 

Colmn Name Type Size in Memory   
InodeId bigint 64   

blockId bigint 64   

blockIndex integer 32   

numBytes bigint 64   

generationStamp bigint 64   

replication integer 32   

BlockUCState integer 32   

timestamp bigint 64   

primaryNodeIndex integer 32   

blockRecoveryId bigint 64   

 Total  512 (bits) 

    64 (bytes) 

Table 11: Size of single row in [BlockInfo] table 

 

Size of single row in [Triplets] table 

Colmn Name Type Size in Memory   
blockId bigint 64   

index integer 32   

storageId varchar (128) 1024   

 Total  1120 (bits) 

    140 (bytes) 

Table 12: Size of single row in [Triplets] table 

 
According to Shvachko in [4], on average a file would take on two blocks with a replication factor of 
3. In terms of KTHFS, file information is stored in [INodeTableSimple] table, block information is 
stored in [BlockInfo] table and replica information is stored in [Triplets] table. 
 
For a file with two blocks and 3 replicas, this would require 1 row in [INodeTableSimple] table, 2 
rows in [BlockInfo] table and 6 rows in [Triplets] table. Following is the resultant analysis of 
metadata storage capacity in KTHFS. 
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Analysis of KTHFS Metadata Capacity  

  (bytes) (MBs) (GBs) # of DNs  
(60 GB 
RAM) 

Total size of single file 1,340 0 0 1 

Total size of 100 million files 133,987,500,000 127,780 125 2 

Total size of 500 million files 669,937,500,000 638,902 624 10 

Total size of 1 billion files 1,339,875,000,000 1,277,804 1,248 21 

Total size of 2 billion files 2,679,750,000,000 2,555,609 2,496 42 

  
 

 
KTHFS 

   
HDFS 

Max. Capacity of MySQL cluster 4 TB  64 GB 

Max. files that can be stored 3 billion files (approx)  
 

100 million files (approx) 

Table 13: Metadata capacity analysis of KTHFS with HDFS 

 
This is a rough estimate where the maximum size of each data item is taken into account. Real figures 
in terms of storage allocation would be much less. The figure shows that KTHFS can store 
approximately 30 times more files than HDFS. 
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